Implementation of a Model for Web Mining Based on Web Usage
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Abstract: Web search engines are used to retrieve relevant information from the web. Current search engines are very fast in terms of their response time to a user query. From the huge volume of information, extracting relevant information is an application of data mining. There are different techniques used for extracting relevant information, such as sequential rules, self organizing map, association rules, genetic algorithm, cluster computing etc. In this paper we have explored the possibility of genetic algorithm for extracting relevant information. Out of the lot of information's in the web, to get a few relevant ones with the help of fitness function and ranking function using genetic algorithm. The parameters for this method are extracted from the web usage and web content mining. Implementation results show that the proposed approach performed better than the existing Self-Organizing Map (SOM) network.
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I. Introduction

Web usage mining is the application of data mining techniques to discover usage patterns from web data. Web usage mining consists of three phases, namely preprocessing, pattern discovery, and pattern analysis. Various approaches have been discussed in literature for web usage mining. These are association rules, apriori algorithm, sequential rules, self-organizing map, genetic algorithm and cluster computing[1].

The Self-Organizing Map (SOM) is one of the most popular neural network models. It belongs to the category of competitive learning networks based on unsupervised learning. In this case no human intervention is needed during the learning process and little need to be known about the characteristics of the input data. SOM is used for clustering the data without knowing the class. The SOM can be used to detect features inherent to the problem and it also called SOFM, the Self-Organizing Feature Map. It provides a topology preserving mapping from the high dimensional space to map units. Map units, or neurons, usually form a two-dimensional lattice and the mapping is from high dimensional space onto a plane. The property of topology preserving means that the mapping preserves the relative distance between the points. Points that are near to each other in the input space are mapped to nearby map units in the SOM. The SOM can thus serve as a cluster analyzing tool of high-dimensional data[3].

SOM is applied to preprocessed data in web usage mining in order to find visitor’s navigation behavior. Web sites are organized based on the co-occurrence frequencies between web pages which are obtained by user access pattern. To reduce the search depth and information overload for users two constraints are used.

1. The number of outward links from each page.
2. The length of shortest path from home page to each page. Web personalization is the way of providing service to web visitor for retrieving the information of their interest. This is achieved by predicting the next page access by the user. Pair wise nearest neighbor clustering is used for identifying similar access pattern. This method provides good prediction accuracy and minimizes complexity[2].

GA is a natural selection theory based algorithm used for solving optimization problems. It is an adaptive heuristic algorithm based on concept of survival of the fittest. Selection, crossover, and mutation are the main steps used for finding the solution to a problem. Fitness function is used for finding the goodness of any solution and mutation escapes the population from problem of local optima. The input of the GA will be the extracted from the log file using data mining. GA consists of the following steps

(i) Chromosome Representation - The chromosomes are used for representing initial population. Each chromosome shows a candidate solution. For representing the web page we will assign a unique number id to each unique URL taken from web server log.

(ii) Fitness Function - Fitness function is an objective function used for selection of best individual among all individuals. It is used for quantifying the optimality of a solution. It measures the goodness of a solution by providing ranks to solution. (iii) Selection - Selection is the process of choosing the fitter chromosomes from the
population. The main objective of selection is to give importance to good solution and ignoring bad solution. We are using binary tournament selection which picks two individuals randomly from large set of population.

(iv) Crossover- Crossover is the method which exchanges the genetic material of both the parents to get new offspring. Main function of crossover is to recombine two strings to get a new better string.

(v) Mutation- Mutation is the third operator of GA that performs the function of maintaining diversity in the population by altering some bits present in the chromosome. It randomly distributes genetic information and avoids the probability of algorithm to suffer from the problem of local optima[4].

Mutation is applied after crossover in order to change genetic material between parents and forms offspring. Then on the basis of Darwinism (is a theory of biological evolution developed by Charles Darwin and others, stating that all species of organisms arise and develop through the natural selection of small, inherited variations that increase the individual's ability to compete, survive, and reproduce. Also called Darwinian theory, it originally included the broad concepts of transmutation of species or of evolution which gained general scientific acceptance when Charles Robert Darwin published On the Origin of Species, including concepts which predated Darwin's theories, but subsequently referred to specific concepts of natural selection or in genetics.) the offspring which survives most is chosen to be fittest.

In this paper we have used a collection of web page to represent chromosome in web usage mining problem. In order to find the web pages is of most importance to user. Unique number has been assigned to web pages. The pages taken from web server log. This number acts as an ID. Each chromosome shows a candidate solution. For further processing this unique no. ID is used instead of URL of the page visited by the user.

II. Background And Related Work

Web content mining and structure mining uses the real or primary data, but web usage mining (WUM) mines secondary data generated by the users’ interaction with the web. Web usage data gets data from web server access logs, proxy server logs, browser logs, user profiles, registration files, user sessions or transactions, user queries, bookmark folders, mouse-clicks and scrolls, and any other data generated by the interaction of users and the web. WUM works on user profiles, user access patterns, and mining navigation paths which are being heavily used by e-commerce companies for tracking customer behavior on their sites.

In addition to this learning access patterns, one needs to use “collaborative filtering” for listing other users with similar interests, which is an application of clustering. Collaborative recommender systems allow personalization for e-commerce by exploiting similarities and dissimilarities in users’ preferences. A new algorithm is suggested in [5],[6] for specifically catering to association rule mining in collaborative recommendation systems.

It uses feature reduction techniques to reduce the dimension of the rating data and then NNs are applied on the simplified data to make a model for collaborative recommendation. However, the discovery of patterns from usage data by itself is not sufficient for performing personalized tasks. A way of deriving good quality and useful “aggregate user profiles” from patterns is suggested in [7]. It evaluates two techniques based on clustering of user transactions and clustering Recommender systems can be effectively utilize aggregate profiles for real-time personalization. A framework for web mining has been proposed in WEBMINER [8] for pattern discovery from WWW transactions.

The web creates new challenges to different task of web mining. The amount of information on the web is increasing and changing rapidly without any control. Therefore the existing systems find very difficult to handle the problems during information retrieval, extraction, generalization and analysis.

III. Proposed Work

In this paper, to improve the user navigation in a search engine by prioritizing web links based on web usage and content data using data mining techniques by implementing a new approach to Genetic Algorithm. Fitness function is order-based, where the fitness value depends on the order in which the relevant documents are retrieved. For fitness function comparison purposes, we also use $P_{Avg}$ which is defined as

$$P_{Avg} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{|D|} r(d_i) + \left(\sum_{j=1}^{\lambda} r(d_j)\right)}{T \text{Ret} \cdot l}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

Where $r(d)$ (0,1) is the relevance score assigned to a document, being 1 if document is relevant and 0 otherwise. $T\text{Ret}d$ is the total number of retrieved documents. $T\text{Rel}$ is the total number of relevant documents for the query. The choice of fitness function is important for retrieval performance in the cases such as adhoc task for feedback queries routing task for short queries and routing task for feedback queries. A sample of the ranking fn, discovered by GA + $S$ where $S$ is the structural information within documents such as anchor, title,
abstract, body and so on. Ranking function is otherwise called retrieval function and is restricted to a polynomial regression function or a logistic/ log-linear function.

A sample of the ranking function discovery by GA is:

\[
\left( \frac{tf_{\text{Doc}}}{tf_{\text{max}}_{\text{Doc}}} \times \frac{df_{\text{max}}_{\text{Doc}}}{df_{\text{Doc}}} \times \frac{\text{length}_{\text{avg}}_{\text{Abstract}_{\text{Col}}}}{tf_{\text{avg}}_{\text{Abstract}}} \right)
\]

(2)

where \( (tf_{\text{Doc}})/(tf_{\text{max}}_{\text{Doc}}) \) is the normalized token frequency, \( (df_{\text{max}}_{\text{Doc}})/(df_{\text{Doc}}) \) is the normalized inverse document frequency and \( (\text{length}_{\text{avg}}_{\text{Abstract}_{\text{Col}}})/(tf_{\text{avg}}_{\text{Abstract}}) \) is the structural part of the ranking function.

The proposed Genetic Algorithm based approach combines the information from both content as well as usage of a web page in order to provide the required and relevant pages to user.

Various parameters are required for calculating the fitness of a solution as

Access frequency - which measures number of times a particular page is visited by user irrespective of user id.

Number of unique visitors - This factor shows the importance of any web page on the bases of unique visitors visited this page.

Time duration - The amount of time spent on a page shows the relevance of page for the user.

Number of bytes received - The quantity of data downloaded by user from the web page shows that page has content which is relevant for user.

Common entry and exit points - The entry point of the user begins his/her search by clicking on a link which forwarded him/her toward a page of web site. The exit point signifies the designation of the visitor. It tells what visitors are looking for in the website.

Number of advertisements - The importance of any web page can also be recognized by analyzing the number of advertisement present on any particular page. Advertisements are placed on the pages which have higher frequency of visits by user so they signify the importance of page.

A number of parameters present in the content and usage pattern of web links are included in the fitness function. Genetic Algorithm initiates by randomly selecting a set of initial population and then applying crossover and mutation on the population for many generations until the population gets converged and result is produced.

IV. Output

**Code for Threshold Calculation:**

```java
public void calculateRelevantThreshold() {
    float relevantThreshold = 0;
    for (int i = 0; i < no_of_urls; i++) {
        relevant_fitness[i] = (float) ((float) (access_count[i] * Constants.access_constant) + (duration[i] * Constants.duration_constant) + (no_of_adds[i] * Constants.no_of_adds_constant)) + (no_of_users[i] * Constants.no_of_users_constant);
        relevantThreshold += relevant_fitness[i];
    }
    System.err.println("Relevant threshold of " + i + " : " + relevant_fitness[i]);
}
```

```java
relevantThreshold = relevantThreshold / no_of_urls;
relevantThreshold = relevantThreshold / 4;
System.err.println("Relevant threshold " + " : " + relevantThreshold);
this.relevantThreshold = relevantThreshold;
```
Code for Selection:
```java
int selectedUidArr[];
int requiredLength = 0;
requiredLength = uid_arr.length - (uid_arr.length % 4);
    // calculated required length
    Random rand = new Random();
    selectedUidArr = new int[requiredLength];
inrandomUid;
int count = 0;
while(true)
{
    randomUid = rand.nextInt(uid_arr.length);
    if(relevant_fitness[randomUid]>releventThreshold)
    {
        selectedUidArr[count] = uid_arr[randomUid];
        ++count;
    }
    if(count==requiredLength)
    {
        break;
    }
}
// picked required
logging.append("Selected array\n");
for(int i=0; i<requiredLength;i++)
{
    System.out.println("Selected uids : "+selectedUidArr[i]);
    logging.append(selectedUidArr[i]+"\t");
}
```

Code for Cross Over:
```java
int crossArrLength = requiredLength/2;
int crossArr1 [];
int crossArr2 [];

crossArr1 = new int[requiredLength];
crossArr2 = new int[requiredLength];
int cross2index=0;
int cross1index=0;
for(int i=0; i<requiredLength;i++)
{
    if(i<requiredLength/4)
    {
        crossArr1[cross1index] = selectedUidArr[i];
        cross1index++;
    }
    else if((i>requiredLength/4) && (i<requiredLength/2))
    {
        crossArr2[cross2index] = selectedUidArr[i];
        cross2index++;
    }
    else if((i>requiredLength/2) && (i<(requiredLength-(requiredLength/4))))
    {
        crossArr1[cross1index]=selectedUidArr[i];
        cross1index++;
    }
    else
    {
        crossArr2[cross2index] = selectedUidArr[i];
        cross2index++;
    }
```
V. Advantages Of GA Over SOM

The Genetic Algorithm is a natural optimization and adaptive heuristic search technique whose basic idea depends upon process of natural evolution. The mechanism of evolution is parallel in nature and has been used for solving several computational problems. GA is used for solving general purpose optimizations. Fitness function is an objective function is used for quantifying the optimality of a solution. It measures the goodness of a solution by providing ranks to solution. Genetic Algorithm can be used to optimize any type of fitness function. It does not require the fitness fn. to be continuous or differentiable. Many fitness functions in information retrieval are discrete in nature and GA is well suited for such a task. Secondly, GA has been shown to be very useful for nonlinear function discovery. Because of these reasons Genetic Algorithm is more advantageous than SOM.
VI. Conclusion

This paper proposes an efficient model for web mining based on web usage. The proposed model uses GA for finding the web usage. Therefore the inherent advantages of GA will also be the advantages of this proposed work.
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